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Contact Information and PR Details

Candidate Name:
Candidate Campus: Peer
Reviewer Name: Peer
Reviewer Title: Peer
Reviewer Email:

Please indicate if you have served in any of the following roles with/for the candidate:

- Course Co-Instructor
- Graduate School Peer/Classmate
- Dean/Chair of Candidate

If you have served in any of these roles please tell the candidate that you may not be the best person to conduct their peer review in an unbiased fashion. The campus liaison can assist the candidate with selecting another peer reviewer.

Date of Peer Review (must have occurred within the past 2 years):

Peer Review

Please respond to each of the three areas: Teaching Philosophy, Evidence from LEARN, and Teaching Summary.
You will have a maximum of 5000 characters in each of the three areas for your response. Please be concise. Feel free to draft your comments in MS Word and then copy and paste unto this instrument.

Teaching Philosophy: Based on your observations, comment on the candidate's philosophy of teaching and how this philosophy relates to their identified teaching goals and student learning.

Evidence from LEARN: Document your observations of the candidate's classes and comment on their teaching materials. How would you summarize their strengths, especially in promoting student learning?

Teaching Summary: How do you assess the candidate's past efforts to help others in teaching? Describe your observations of the candidate's effort to continue to grow in teaching through peer mentoring, teaching scholarship (SOTL), participation in professional development activities related to teaching, or demonstrated leadership in teaching.